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How to Sharpen Your Skills as
Mentor to Your Post-Docs
Properly mentoring your post-docs isn’t just a requirement under
new grant-application rules from the National Science Foundation
(NSF). It can be one of the most rewarding aspects of a principal
investigator’s career. Helping young scientists learn how to learn and
seeing your important work furthered in their careers — your legacy,
really — make mentoring a challenging, time-consuming, but ultimately enriching, element of your job.

That’s why so many PIs strive to be better mentors, improving their
coaching and encouraging skills.
Experts in mentoring say the best way to improve is to treat post-docs
somewhat like they’re your own adolescent children. Offer the fruits of your
experience, admit your own human frailties, and prepare them leave the nest
when it’s time.
Here are nine tips to get you started:
1. Don’t confuse mentoring with cloning. “Often, those with more
experience in a particular field have a story to tell and are tempted to take
less-experienced individuals down the same path, striving to make more
copies of themselves,” notes Bob MacLafferty, administrative laboratory
continued on page 62

Study Section Insider

How Can I Become an
NIH Reviewer?
by Christopher Francklyn, PhD
Peer review, the reciprocal experience of both reviewing and being
reviewed by your colleagues, is a distinguishing characteristic of science.
It sets academia apart from the business world, where one is accountable to
one’s corporate superior but he or she usually is not accountable to you.
This creates in academia a culture of responsibility — or at least an
aspiration to the tenets of the Golden Rule: Review the work of others with
high levels of objectivity and professionalism in the hope that they will
bring the same to their review of your work.
Newly minted independent PIs are not expected to develop the
knowledge and perspective of experienced reviewers overnight, but are
expected to grow into that role as their careers develop. This raises a few
obvious questions, such as:
• When will I start reviewing the work of others?
• What are the criteria for becoming a reviewer, especially of research
grants?

continued on page 63

Mentor continued from p. 61
director at Copper Basin Medical Center, Copperhill,
Tenn. “Ideally, a mentoring relationship should begin
with lots of active listening on the part of the mentor.”
2. Desire to mentor is key. “A mentor not only
needs experience in the field, he or she needs to want
to be a mentor, too,” emphasizes Glen McDaniel, MS,
MBA, an Atlanta-based PI and consultant. “A mentor
must be dedicated to taking on a mentee without feeling
overwhelmed or resentful.” Indeed, recent research in

Nature showed that mentors do a better job of producing
scientists who go on to be mentors themselves when
they mentor fewer of them. If you want to increase your
number of mentees, you should do it early in your career,
the research also indicates.
3. Focus on educating, not orating. “Learn to ask
reflective questions rather than giving your mentee the
answer,” says Susan Bender Phelps, a consultant with
Odyssey Mentoring in Beaverton, Ore. “When you
ask questions that lead your mentees to think through
continued on page 63

What Constitutes ‘Mentoring’ under NSF Guidelines
The National Science Foundation (NSF) wants to
ensure that principal investigators who receive NSF
funding are providing mentorship to their post-docs.
Under the America COMPETES Act, the NSF’s
FastLane — an interactive real-time system used to
conduct NSF business over the Internet — will now
make sure that funding applications include a mentoring
plan as a supplementary document. If such an application
includes a post-doc line item in the budget, and a
mentoring plan is not included, the funding proposal will
not be submitted, NSF says.
Here, according to the NSF, are the forms of
guidance that constitute “mentoring:”
• career counseling;
• training in preparation of grant proposals,
publications and presentations;
• guidance on ways to improve teaching and
mentoring skills;
• guidance on how to effectively collaborate
with researchers from diverse backgrounds and
disciplinary areas; and
• training in responsible professional practices.

NSF further explains the mentoring requirement in
this language:
“Each proposal that requests funding to support
postdoctoral researchers must include, as a supplementary
document, a description of the mentoring activities that
will be provided for such individuals. In no more than one
page, the mentoring plan must describe the mentoring that
will be provided to all post-doctoral researchers supported
by the project, irrespective of whether they reside at the
submitting organization, any sub-awardee organization,
or at any organization participating in a simultaneously
submitted collaborative project. Proposers are advised that
the mentoring plan may not be used to circumvent the 15page project description limitation.
“The proposed mentoring activities will be
evaluated as part of the merit review process under the
Foundation’s broader impacts merit review criterion.”
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) encourages,
but doesn't specifically require, mentoring as a condition
of funding, according to the NIH Office of Extramural
Research. If you’re looking at a training grant, a
fellowship, or a mentored career development award,
of course, you have to have a fairly concrete mentoring
program in place. n
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Mentor continued from p. 62
a situation or problem, you encourage them to do their
own heavy thinking. Then you can discuss the insights
and solutions they arrive at, or brainstorm with them if
they get stuck.”
4. Be there. “Sometimes PIs are really busy, and
post-docs don’t want to share their hesitations or concerns
because you are ‘the boss.’ One always wants to show
the boss they’ve got all the solutions,” notes Joan M.
Lakoski, PhD, associate vice chancellor for academic
career development at the University of Pittsburgh. “The
best thing a mentor can do to counter that tendency is to
be accessible. And that’s hard.” Adds MacLafferty: “Add
value to conversations by blocking calls and moving out
of sight of incoming e-mails or distracting paperwork.
Give the mentee your undivided attention by taking notes
and asking clarifying questions.”
5. Have a plan. “Develop a professional
development plan for a newly arriving post-docs and
revisit the plan often,” urges Maryrose Franko, PhD,
senior program officer, graduate science education, at
the Howard Hughes Medical Center in Chevy Chase,
Md. The plan should “set out a timeline and strategy
for how the post-doc is going to start his or her own lab
with his or her own project,” she says, “a project that has
preliminary data from the scientist’s time as a post-doc
and demonstrates independence from the mentor — but
does not set the mentee up to compete with the mentor.”
6. Be a keen observer. “Look at your mentoring
partner and listen to what he or she says,” Bender Phelps
advises. “Observe how the mentee looks when speaking.
Take notes and review them from time to time to look for
NIH Reviewer continued from p. 61
Let’s address some of these issues, particularly for
newcomers:
Serving as a reviewer of grants and papers is viewed
by most scientists as a natural progression in the arc of
one’s scientific career. Essentially, as you demonstrate
proficiency in writing and publishing papers, you
develop credibility as a scientific brand, and editors of
the journals in which you publish inevitably will turn to
you for scientific advice (i.e.,reviewing requests).
Furthermore, in these days where the Internet rules,
sooner or later your name will begin to be associated
with scientific key words. As editors and review-panel
administrators conduct searches with these terms, the
search engines will drive reviewing requests to your
e-mail inbox— slowly at first, but increasing as your
career takes flight.
July 2010

patterns of behavior that can help you understand how
he or she thinks and approaches problem-solving — and
what kind of support works best.”
7. Praise appropriately. “Celebrate every major
accomplishment with lavish praise and cheering where
warranted,” Bender Phelps says. But note that praise
should be specific — and the truth. Don’t exaggerate.
8. Treat post-docs as team members. “Have them
shadow you in seeing the process from grant writing to
research method to publication,” MacDaniel counsels.
“A PI should impart the idea that, ‘I’m glad you are a
part of my team. You are valuable. You play an important
role.’” He adds: “The role of mentor is by definition a
valuable superior role. There is no need to deliberately
belittle an assistant and minimize his or her role.”
9. Use social media when they fit. Some mentormentee relationships work better at a conversational level,
notes Lakoski, while others run more smoothly with more
of a professional communications approach. So if it works
for both of you to friend each other on Facebook or follow
each other on Twitter, have at it, she says.
“I don’t think of that as ‘too close.’ I think of that as
‘preferred modes of communications,’” she says. “Every
mentor and mentee need to work out the ways they want
to communicate. There are individuals who mentored me
but whom I’ve only talked to via e-mail once in a ‘blue
moon.’ There’s no one way to do this. Each mentormentee pair has to sort out what works best.” She does
advise that the time to work out such details is at the
beginning of the mentoring relationship.
R.D. Malmgren et al., “The role of mentorship in
protégé performance,” Nature, 465: 622-6, 2010 n

The process of becoming an NIH reviewer is more
formalized. My personal odyssey as an NIH reviewer
began with an invitation — in a process that resembled
being “tapped” to join a secret college fraternity. Years
ago, while attending the Enzymes Gordon Conference at
Proctor Academy, I found myself on an after-lunch walk
with a number of conferees, tramping up and down the
tree-covered New Hampshire hillsides.
Among my fellow mountaineers was Chanda
Ganguly, then serving as the Scientific Review Officer for
the Biochemistry Study Section. During the course of our
walk, Chanda quietly took me aside asked me whether I
would be willing to come down as an ad hoc reviewer for
the biochemistry panel, which I eagerly accepted.
At the time, I was a funded assistant professor, and
this would be my first excursion as a reviewer. Shortly
thereafter, I received a formal e-mail request, a box of
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NIH Reviewer continued from p. 63
grants to review, and I was off to Washington to my first
study-section meeting.
The process of becoming a reviewer starts with the
Scientific Review officer (SRO), who oversees all of
the review meetings for a particular study section.  One
of the chief responsibilities of the SRO is to maintain a
stable of expert reviewers. Reviewers on a given study
section fall into two groups, the ad hoc members and the
permanent members, and there are different selection
processes and criteria for each.
The SROs will pick individuals from a variety of
disciplines so that their collective expertise covers all
the grants the panel is likely to review. Thus, the most
important qualification for any panelist, either ad hoc or
permanent, is to be a recognized as an expert in your field.
To find new ad hoc reviewers, SROs often scan the list
of previous high-scoring awardees with a good match in
scientific background to the study section. (To the best of
my knowledge, the National Science Foundation operates
in a similar fashion.) Thus, these ad hoc reviewers need not
have tenure, but will be funded early-stage investigators.
(Also chosen are some ad hoc reviewers who are veteran
reviewers and experienced investigators, and they are
recruited because their specialized expertise is required for
a particular group of applications.)

Broad knowledge base helps
This means that your likelihood of being called as
a reviewer does depend on the scope of your scientific
expertise, including both the scientific problem or subject
and the techniques needed to study that problem. An
individual with a narrow or limited field of expertise, even
though quite competent in that field, might not be chosen
as readily as a person with a broad knowledge base.
The first trip to a study section made by an ad hoc
reviewer represents an “audition” of sorts. During the
review process, the SRO will pay particularly close
attention to the performance of the new ad hoc reviewers.
Is each of them accurate, fair, and concise in his
or her reviews? Can they defend their positions when
challenged by permanent members? If the answer is Yes,
then the ad hoc reviewer will be invited back, and the
SRO will share the individual’s name and expertise with
other SROs.  Part of the post-review discussion between
the SRO and the Chair of the panel is a discussion of the
performance of the ad hoc reviewers.
Provided the PI successfully navigates the
experience of serving as an ad hoc, he or she may then
be placed in consideration as a permanent study-section
member. Here, a reviewer’s effectiveness in areas
outside his or her immediate expertise will be a critical
64

attribute: It is not a given that your specialized subject
area will draw applications for every meeting.
In addition to all of the previous criteria (i.e., subject
expertise, competency in review, and continued NIH
funding), other attributes will come into play. To become
a new permanent member, at least two recommendations
are required. During the nomination process for permanent
members, the SRO is also obligated to consider the gender,
ethnicity, and geographic composition of the panel, as well
as the proportion of untenured assistant professors.
The formal nomination process involves the SRO
compiling a nomination package for the individual with
details concerning their record of grant support, evidence
of stature in the field of study, and validation (e.g,
testimonials from other experts) from exterior sources.
The review of the package is a long process (12 weeks),
requiring the eventual signatures of the Directors of the
Center for Scientific Review and the NIH itself.

Serve 4 years; 3 meetings a year
Once you are a permanent member of a study
section, you can look forward to three meetings a year,
which typically take place in a hotel in Washington, DC.
The term of service is typically four years. Later-stage
investigators with even more experience and stature in a
given field can be nominated to serve as the section chair
(a topic for a future column).
In summary, remember that service as a reviewer is
not only of key importance to your career but also to the
progress of your field. Would you want to leave open any
decisions regarding its future direction to those working
outside of it? If only for that reason, it is important that
you step up to the plate when you are called upon.
Dr. Francklyn is a former study section chair and
veteran reviewer for NIH and NSF study sections. He is
a professor at
the University of
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Avoid 4 Common Mistakes

Don’t Let an OSHA Lab Inspection Catch
You Off-Guard
A principal investigator tells a graduate research
assistant who raises concerns about the safety of a lab
practice: “I’ve been doing it this way for 20 years, and
I’ve never had an accident.’’
Dr. John Keene has heard this from PIs and equates
it to an accident waiting to happen.
That kind of attitude also can lead to citations during
an Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) laboratory standard inspection. Even worse, it
can result in injury or death. And that’s something Keene
says is unacceptable.
“Working safely truly is good science,’’ says Keene,
president and one of the managing partners of Virginiabased Global Biohazard Technologies. Keene has spent
years doing lab research himself as well as working
as an advisor to OSHA, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), and
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
He is crystal clear about what PIs should be doing
to keep their labs safe: “If it’s the standard practice
of the industry, whether you like it or not, you should
be doing it as well. ... If there is a hazard, you have a
responsibility to your staff to mitigate that hazard.’’
Keene spoke recently about what OSHA expects
during lab-standard audits and some of the pitfalls both
PIs and institutions can fall into.
One of the best ways to avoid problems is to deal
with hazards when designing experiments — before
there is risk of injury to anyone.
“The responsibility of the PI is to recognize what the
hazards are, minimize them as much as possible, teach
their people to work with the materials correctly ... and
train people to document whatever they do,’’ says Keene.
While it’s the responsibility of the institution to ensure
that PIs are doing those things and liability rests with the
employer who signs the paychecks, a history of lab-safety
issues will not bode well for the future career of any PI.
Keene adds, “I really think we’re doing a much
better job now of ensuring that researchers coming along
have a much better idea of what the risks are.’’
Documentation is key to enforcing lab rules and
dealing with OSHA audits. “Document the problem,
document your action as the PI,’’ Keene suggests. If
there has been a problem in the past, deal with it in
person and in writing, so that if there is any issue with
an audit, a PI can say, “I recognized there was a problem
and I told them about it.’’

Make certain that “the lab worker has the
responsibility of reporting an exposure’’ or some other
potential lab problem to you as the PI.
Attorney Michael Taylor, an associate at Arent
Fox law firm in Washington, D.C., works with PIs and
other managers preparing for OSHA inspections and
dealing with regulatory problems that might happen as a
result. Missing or incomplete documentation “has been
a recurring theme’’ with OSHA inspections, and Taylor
says institutions as employers sometimes have no idea
that certain regulations apply to them.

Be prepared and know your rights
PIs and their institutional officials should prepare
for inspections and learn about their rights during an
inspection, says Taylor. Not doing so “could increase the
risk of potential criminal and civil liability.’’
Prior to a programmed OSHA lab inspection, Taylor
advises having an attorney come in to look over the
facility and its documentation. That attorney should be
one who spends a lot of time on OSHA regulations and
understands what’s involved in an inspection. It may also
help to have a vendor specializing in the science issues
of inspections come in with the attorney.
Four common mistakes Taylor has seen include:
1. PIs assuming that OSHA has the right to get signed
statements from them during inspections or the
right to tape interviews. He says OSHA does not
have that right. Why worry about this? “Typically
what happens is that OSHA personnel will draft the
statement in the way that has negative implications
for the institution and PI because that’s what they
(OSHA) do every day,’’ says Taylor.
2. Allowing OSHA to interview your post-docs or
other staff members at any time, place, or manner.
PIs have the right to ask that interviews be done
during a reasonable time, meaning they shouldn’t
interfere with research.
3. Not requesting at least 24 hours’ notice prior to
any sampling. Asking for that notice allows PIs to
arrange for parallel sampling.
4. Not having a trained team on call in the event of a
surprise OSHA safety inspection.
Taylor also says that PIs should require that any
photos taken during the OSHA inspection are labeled as
confidential and protected as trade secrets.
continued on page 66
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Common Mistakes continued from p. 65
And, during any inspection, Taylor suggests having
shadow photos or a videotape done showing what the
OSHA inspector is doing while present. “It allows you to
gather information on the focus of the inspection,’’ and
can be particularly helpful if there are any citations.

Keene notes, “What we need is for PIs, post-docs
and other staff members to recognize that working in
a laboratory is inherently hazardous. ... We all have
to be very aware of the potential risks and take the
right precautions to minimize them. If we did that, we
wouldn’t have to worry about OSHA.’’  n

How 6 Scenarios Play Out Under NIH’s Proposed
New Conflict-of-Interest Rules
As the National Institutes of Health (NIH) moves
toward tougher new regulations for disclosing PIs’
conflicts of interest (COI), how would those rules apply
in typical situations?
Among the proposed changes:
• lowering the threshold of reporting
• changing the timing of reporting, and
• making the institution, not the PI, responsible
for disclosing conflicts of interest to the NIH and
requiring each institution to develop a publicly
accessible Web site to display significant financial
interests of faculty.
Here are six common scenarios and how they would
play out under these new rules:

1. Small equity state in start-up
A biomedical research PI gets a small-equity stake
in a venture-capital-funded, high-tech start-up, based
on the intellectual property (IP) he or she has provided.
The company estimates three to five years of research
and development (R&D)  is required before it can bring
a product to market. Will the PI have to disclose this to
her institution
as a significant
CONFLICT of
financial
INTEREST
interest under
New NIH
the proposed
Regulations
regulations?
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PI’s institutional duties. The threshold for reporting is
zero, said Dr. Sally Rockey, NIH deputy director for
extramural research, in a recent press briefing.
Note: Although this financial interest must be
disclosed, the institution, under the new regulations, may
choose not to disclose it publicly. However, that decision
is subject to NIH review.

2. Publicly traded stock plus consulting
A chemistry PI receives $3,000 in consulting fees from
a chemical company, and her husband has $2,500 worth of
publicly traded stock in the same company (valued from
date of disclosure). Assuming her consulting is related to
her institutional duties, will she have to disclose this to her
institution under the proposed regulations?
Yes. The threshold for reporting significant
financial interests is $5,000, covering PIs and spouses
(in this case, $3,000 in consulting + $2,500 stock =
$5,500.). The threshold was $10,000 under the old
regulations. Note: If the PI’s spouse had no stock, then
the PI wouldn’t have to disclose this info because her
consulting work falls short of the $5,000 threshold.

3. Expected cutbacks in consulting fees
A computer-science PI received $12,000 during the
previous 12 months in consulting fees for a software
company but, because of the economic downturn, he
expects those fees to drop substantially in the next
12 months — perhaps to $4,000. Under the proposed
regulations, will he have to disclose this?
Yes. The timing now concerns the previous 12
months of actual payment, not the expected payments
over the next 12 months as under the current rules. He
can revisit his disclosure in the following year if his
financial interest changes.

4. Privately sponsored lectures at universities
A biotech PI is asked to give a lecture at another
university and will be paid $5,000 to prepare and deliver
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COI Rules continued from p. 66
a presentation. It’s part of a lecture series sponsored by
a biomedical-device manufacturer. The PI’s institution
is assisting the manufacturer in clinical trials. Will this
have to be disclosed under the proposed rules?
Yes, the PI must disclose it to the institution,
which will have to decide whether this constitutes a
financial COI. The new rules have exemptions for
lectures, seminars, or teaching on advisory or review
panels for government or universities. If the lecture is
sponsored by anyone else — say a private company or
nonprofit — that triggers disclosure requirements. The
PI is responsible for knowing if a lecture is privately
sponsored, said Rockey.
Note: Institutional policy and state law may have
even lower thresholds for reporting. California, for
example, has a $500 threshold for honoria.

5. Commercialization of research
An experimental gene-therapy PI forms a company
to commercialize his university research. The NIH is
funding a study at the university in which patients can
receive his experimental gene treatment as a last-ditch
hope at survival. Does he need to disclose this under the
new rules?

Yes. He has an equity stake (even if it has no value
at the moment of disclosure) in a privately held company
related to his institutional duties. Thus, he must disclose
his interests, both to the patients and to his institution.
And even under the existing rules, he’d have to disclose
it to both because he expects to profit commercially from
his research.

6. Consulting, disclosed to university
A physics PI consults for a green-energy nonprofit
funded partially with NIH money and receives regular
payments that add up to more than $5,000 per year.
The PI’s institution is working on experiments that may
have significant value – someday – to the green energy
industry. The PI discloses his consulting arrangement to
his university, which determines that the research is at
such an early stage that it presents no real conflict this
year. Is the PI at risk under the new rules if the institution
decides not to disclose this interest to the NIH?
No. Under the new rules, the institution, not the
PI, is responsible for disclosing potential conflicts of
interest. The PI met his responsibilities by disclosing the
arrangement, accurately, to his institution. His university
will have to document its rationale and present that
info if the NIH decides to review its records. If NIH
disagrees, it may withhold funding until the matter is
cleared up. n

5 Tips for Handling Resumes Quickly, Efficiently

How to Screen Applicants to Find the Best Post-Docs
How can you quickly winnow down a stack of postdoc applications to prepare a short list of the best candidates to interview? Here are some methods your peers
are using:

right candidate. Plus, online forms encourage frivolous
applications and give you more paper to wade through.

1. (Usually) avoid human resources (HR)
and regular online applications

Consider having someone under your control and
who has some expertise do the initial screening. You
can keep it simple and just have them remove the most
unqualified candidates. Or, you can give them detailed
instructions on presenting just the strongest candidates.
But remember, that screener may have opinions or rate
candidates in ways that don’t mesh with your standards.
The two of you must be on the same page.
Suggestion: Go through at least one set of resumes
with the screener and explain in detail why you are weeding
some out and placing others in the “interview” pile.
Some examples of specific needs: At Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New Mexico, PIs are looking
for postdoctoral fellows who have a strong proposed
research project. At Ohio State, one PI was looking for

Using these to help prescreen candidates may save
time but carries the risk of weeding out some of the potentially best people. And that’s true no matter what method
you use: online, HR, or an assistant. At Ohio State University, some PIs use all three methods — one has postdocs go through the online career center.
But most PIs don’t use HR or generic, online
applications unless it’s absolutely necessary. Here’s why:
If people apply online or through HR, their resumes
are screened by an algorithm. Everything depends on
a keyword-search algorithm (HR just does it by hand).  
Because those algorithms can’t possibility replicate
the expertise of an experienced PI, you may miss the
July 2010
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Handling Resumes continued from p. 67
“strong interests/experience” in intellectual disability and
autism spectrum disorders. Another PI wanted specific
experience in “Real-Time RT-PCR” (in molecular biology,
real-time polymerase chain reaction, a lab technique used
to amplify and simultaneously quantify a targeted DNA
molecule) and certain other specifics.
The key is making sure the screener knows which
skill sets are crucial and which aren’t. Going through that
first stack of resumes together gives the assistant a way of
learning (and mimicking) your approach. You may be a
stickler for detail — one flippant remark or typo and the
CV goes into the discard pile — or you may be somewhat
more forgiving.  The assistant can adapt to your style.

3. Look for something that shows a
commitment
One way to weed out less-qualified or less-interested
candidates is to have them self-select: Raise the bar
for applying. In the Los Alamos example above, the
requirement to submit a proposed research project ensures
that a candidate has a project or goal, hopefully similar
to yours, to which they’re willing to commit. You want
people who’ll work with you on a project like yours.
Another method for self-selection is to ask for letters
of reference — not just reference names. For example, Dr.
Laurel Buxbaum, director of the cognition and action
laboratory of Moss Rehabilitation Institute, Philadelphia,
asked for two letters of recommendation upfront with the
application for a post-doc researcher position.
Asking for reference letters forces candidates
to seriously weigh their interest. Do they want the
position enough to ask another PI, professor, or mentor
to write a letter on their behalf? Meanwhile, it shows
you how much effort they’ve put into your institution’s
application: Specialized, personalized letters of
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recommendation based on your specific application are
best; more generic letters indicate less sincere interest.

4. Read between the lines
Ideally, every post-doc applicant would submit a
quick-read chart listing your requirements or preferences
in one column and how they match up in the next
column. It would be a perfect way to prescreen. To assist
your efforts, you may want to ask candidates to submit
such a chart.
But not every post-doc candidate has perfect jobseeking skills. Some may have the qualifications you
want, but simply don’t list them, perhaps in the interest
of saving space, or perhaps they emphasize skills other
than those of most interest to you.
So you or your assistant may have to read between
the lines.
For example, Real-Time RT-PCR may not be
listed, but if other, perhaps similar, molecular research
experiments are listed, you may want to call the
candidate to find out specifically what they’ve done and
what kind of learning curve they would have in starting
to work for you.

5. Carefully weigh intermediate candidates
You can rather quickly and easily divide resumes
into two piles — rejections and definite interviewees.
It’s those who fall between who take more time and also
make the most risky hires. One PI splits his “maybe” pile
into two more that he will treat in one of the following
two ways:
• Make a call. This is the more qualified of the two
groups. Have an assistant call for more details on
the candidate’s goals and what he or she could
bring to the table. You can ask about skills they
haven’t yet developed, examples of how they’ve
solved problems, and similar questions designed
to indicate whether they should come in for an
interview.
• Give them a written test to mail back. This is the
less qualified group. Use snail mail so they don’t
bombard your in-box. These are people you think
are on the cusp but not quite eliminated. They may
be hidden gold. Giving a written test – say, review
a published article – will show how serious they
are about applying and how enterprising they are.
By thus dividing these intermediate candidates
into two groups and giving tests, you cut down on your
overall decision-making time. Essentially, you’ve put the
ball back in their court — to see if they can raise their
game enough to garner an interview. n
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Awarded a Grant? Don’t Fall Into These 12
Management Traps
You’ve received notice of a grant award: Now what?
According to grant-management expert Stacy Abate,
director of grants, Georgian Court College, Lakewood,
N.J., the next steps are crucial.
“As principal investigator, you are responsible
for everything,” said Abate during a May 27 audio
conference for Principal Investigators Association. “You
get the credit if everything goes right and get the blame
if anything goes wrong.”
Managing the grant contains many traps, Abate
warned. Among them:
1. Signing a partial grant award. If you’ve only
received some of the money you’ve asked for, you’ll
need to renegotiate the amount of work you’ll perform.
“You must call the program officer now before your
institution signs the grant acceptance letter,” said Abate.
“Otherwise you are responsible for all the work.”
2. Skipping overhead-cost negotiations. Your
institution will take a big percentage of the grant funds
off the top for overhead. “Bigger institutions take
65 percent off the top for indirect costs,” said Abate.
“Typically a percentage of that money will go back
either to your grant or your department. You need to
personally negotiate this. Be friends with the people who
take the indirect costs.”
3. Neglecting to coordinate compensation with
Human Resources Dept. You have to talk to HR
about your institutional compensation policies. The last
thing you want is to make compensation promises to a
post-doc you can’t keep. And if you need to break out
of the comp structure, HR will have to sign off. “HR
may require you pay people more or less,” said Abate.
“Typically, you will not be allowed to pay grant-funded
staff at dramatically different rates than what your
organization pays regular staff.”
4. Failure to keep your own records. This is
probably the most arduous and painful part. You
can’t fully delegate the time and money spent to your
institution’s bookkeepers. Your own records will
give you much better credibility if you must justify
expenditures. “Substantiate dollars spent on salaries,”
said Abate. “I know it’s hard to keep track of how much
time you spent on one project vs.
another, but you have to do it.”
5. Forgetting to lock in
subcontractor roles. Lock in your role
and subcontractor’s roles during the
application process. “You can’t decide
later that you took on too much and
you want to subcontract something,”
Abate said. “You needed to do that
upfront.”
July 2010

6. Ignoring need for outside evaluator. Outside
evaluators will give added credibility to your reports
and findings, particularly on larger and more complex
projects. “It’s eight to 10 percent, but money well spent,”
Abate said.
7. Overspending on one area. “If you overspend in
one area, your institution will probably seek that money
from your department if the grant disallows it,” said
Abate. Carefully work your own accounting department
to make sure you’ve correctly budgeted. If you need to
make changes — and you probably will — talk to your
program officer. In many cases, they will work with
you, particularly if you’ve kept them informed of your
progress along the way.
8. Innocent errors that result in a conflict of
interest.  Watch out for spending money on people and
supplies that won’t look good to an independent source.
“Don’t buy supplies from a vendor for whom you
serve on the board or in which you have any personal
stake,” said Abate. “Don’t hire relatives, no matter how
qualified.”
9. Lack of planning for the unexpected.  You
may have delays either in producing data or reporting
your findings. “Any time you anticipate a delay, call
your research administrator, who will call your program
officer,” said Abate. “The funder usually grants the delay.”
10. Being unprepared for an audit. Spend only
allowable expenses and, if you have a question, ask your
program officer. “Plan for an audit,” said Abate. “Funder
may file a motion for disallowance … disallowed costs
may not be transferred to any other grant.”  
11. Assuming a five-year federal grant means a
five-year federal grant. “Remember that Congress must
reauthorize every year,” said Abate. “If your goals are
being met, it’s more likely to happen. But remember
some things are out of your control.”
12. Failure to file timely reports. “You must file
your reports, and you must file them on time,” said
Abate. “PIs need to ensure reports are completed and
submitted in a timely manner.
Copies of the audio conference are available on
compact disk, MP3 and PDF format. To order, visit
www.principalinvestigators.org. n
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5 Advance Steps to Help You Decide

Is an SBIR the Right Grant for You?
Where to find money to support their research is
(having formed or joined a business) cannot apply for
always on the minds of principal investigators, so knowing
Phase II unless they have had a Phase I application
that Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contracts
approved. The Phase III designation allows recipients
and grants totaling some $2.3 billion were funded during
to extend SBIR restrictions on what the government can
the federal fiscal year 2009 sounds intriguing.
and can’t do with inventions and intellectual property
But these funds are not for every PI. Nor are they
created. It also preserves, for life, eligibility to seek
easy to win.
business advantages available only to SBIR awardees.  
“This isn’t for academics. This is for researchers who
SBIR funds are awarded by 11 federal agencies.
are creating commercializable technology,’’ says John
Competition is fierce, and Davis anticipates it getting
Davis, CEO and general manager of SBIR Resource Center,
more difficult because, although award amounts have
which provides tools for and consults with researchers and
increased, the total pot of money has not. No unsolicited
entrepreneurs who are working to get funding under the
proposals are accepted; all must be responsive to a formal
grant program at various federal agencies.
solicitation. For instance, a recent search of www.sbir.gov
“This is not money to support your research
showed solicitations including bioengineering approaches
habit,” Davis says. “SBIR and STTR (Small Business
to energy balance and obesity; new technology for
Technology Transfer) both are economic development
proteomics and clycomics; image-guided cancer
programs. You’re writing about creating jobs and tax
interventions; detectors for smuggled currency; a helmet
revenues. And how your cool technology and research, if
with embedded active display for emergency responders;
it is successful, will result in jobs and tax revenues.’’
and bioengineering nanotechnology initiatives.
But there are plenty of PIs who started out as
“Each department’s philosophy and culture are
academics and are now part of ventures pursuing and/or
different’’ and vital to understand, but trying to keep up
receiving SBIR funding.
with those differences “is like herding cats,’’ says Davis.
Lisa Kurek, managing partner of Biotechnology
Kurek agrees. “Is it possible to navigate (the grant
Business Consultants, leads seminars on SBIRs
process) on your own? Sure. But help is always good.’’
throughout the country. Her firm, based in Ann Arbor,
continued on page 71
Mich., also offers one-on-one consulting to people
The Lighter Side:
www.principalinvestigators.org
trying to get the grants.
“I like it when I get PIs from academic
institutions in my seminars,’’ says Kurek. “You
explain to them that they can’t be a virtual
company and apply for these grants, and
sometimes they bail.’’ And other times? “We try
and help them find folks who can help them,’’
such as a business incubator because, to win
SBIR grants, “You need to bring together really
compelling, cutting-edge science technology with
really great commercial thinking.’’
The SBIR program was set up by Congress
in 1982 to stimulate technological innovation,
particularly among small and start-up businesses.
Legislation in 2000 increased the program’s
emphasis on commercial applications of SBIR
project results.
There are three phases of the SBIR program.  
The fund threshold for Phase I, to investigate
feasibility, is $150,000; for Phase II, for testing and
evaluation, it is $1 million; Phase III funding has
no cap.
Government agencies can award amounts
“I said it is interesting. I didn’t say I agree with it.”
greater or lesser than the amount requested. PIs
©2009 The New Yorker; reprinted with permission
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2. Find a business partner

There’s also funding for some of that help through
some state programs. But each state is different. For
instance, Michigan has one central agency handling a
single program; Ohio distributes its funding through
regional institutions; and Virginia works through a quasigovernmental corporation. Some provide direct funds
to applicants, while others pay consultants to train and
support their local firms.
So how can a PI determine if an SBIR grant is a
good fit for his or her work? Here are five important
advance steps:

If you don’t already have a business partner for
developing your technology, find one, because you can’t
get an SBIR without having or proposing to establish
a small business. Not sure how to find a partner?
Consultants and business incubators can help. Not sure
where to go in your area? Again, click through to your
state’s resources from www.sbir.gov.

3. Prepare a commercialization strategy

Once you have that business partner, “don’t
underestimate the importance of having a sound
1. Go to a professional workshop
commercialization strategy,’’ says Kurek. Budgeting is
a vital part of any SBIR grant development training she
A Google search will turn up hundreds of workshops
does. “You need to plan your project carefully, plan your
throughout the country. You can also go to www.sbir.gov
budget, and work within each agency’s requirements.’’
and click through to your state’s resources or use the www.
“You can’t be writing about your technology. You
zyn.com schedule of events page. Some state sites are
have to write about your business,’’ Davis says. He
easier to navigate than others; calling listed state contacts
also points out that all federal
might prove easier. Costs vary,
applicants, including SBIR
“This is not money to support your redepending on where you live and
grantees, are required by law
search habit.”
how much developers and state
to make the most exact cost
John Davis, CEO
or regional agencies are paying to
SBIR Research Center
estimates possible, and that
underwrite the training sessions.
shouldn’t be taken lightly. “There
Davis offers some cautions,
have been people who did so
saying “there’s a lot of people out there who dabble’’ in
and were charged with felonies, went to jail, and were
SBIR consulting. Do some homework about consultants
required to pay back funds to the government.’’
and workshop presenters. And he cautions against
deciding whether to pursue an SBIR based solely on
4. Don’t underestimate time needed
government-run workshops. “The government doesn’t
write proposals to itself, the government doesn’t do
Don’t underestimate the amount of time needed
business strategy. SBIR project managers are, by and
to put together an SBIR grant request. “Don’t wait
large, proposal recruiters. ... That (workshop) recruiter
until the last minute. Academics do it all the time. It’s
has nothing whatsoever to do with whether you win or
a huge mistake,’’ says Kurek. “You should be starting
lose’’ in the proposal/grant application process.’’
your project no later than three months prior to the
grant deadline.’’ Davis stresses that point as well,
saying that a winning proposal typically takes at least
200 hours of work.

Federal Agencies with
SBIR Programs

Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Department of Education
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services
(NIH, CDC, FDA, AHRQ, NCI)
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
NASA
National Science Foundation n
July 2010

5. Ask someone to review
Obtain outside help — someone who fully
understands the intricacies of this process — to review
your proposal before submission. “There are about 150
stupid mistakes you can make filling out forms that can
cause your electronic proposal to get rejected,’’ says
continued on page 72
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SBIR Grant continued from p. 71
Kurek, pointing out that most federal agencies do not allow you to resubmit a
proposal once it is rejected, regardless of the reason.  
Above all, approach this process like an entrepreneur, looking at it to
support research you’d be doing in any case.
“We often tell people that SBIR is not money, it’s a business strategy,’’
says Davis. Putting together a grant request can be a difficult, time-consuming
process, and there are far easier methods of getting money.
But the payoff goes beyond the SBIR grant itself. Davis says products
and services developed under SBIR can be sold sole-source to the federal
government for life. “SBIR is the most advantageous entree to a serious
federal contract there ever has been,’’ he says. n

Need Help?
Visit www.sbir.gov, the government’s Web portal for Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) information.
It contains links to funding opportunities from different agencies,
government-sponsored conferences and events, a list of federal agencies
with SBIR programs, and where to get assistance in your state. There is
also a listing of past SBIR awards. n
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